In these lectures the three flavor soliton approach for baryons is reviewed. Effects of flavor symmetry breaking in the baryon wave-functions on axial current matrix elements are discussed. A bosonized chiral quark model is considered to outline the computation of spin dependent nucleon structure functions in the soliton picture.
Introduction
Many nucleon properties cannot be computed from first principles even though the fundamental theory that describes the strong interaction processes of hadrons, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), is well established. In QCD hadrons are composites of quarks and gluons whose interactions are described within the nonabelian gauge theory of color SU (3). However, perturbative techniques are not applicable in the low-energy region. It is therefore mandatory to consider models which can be deduced or at least motivated from QCD. In this context it has been fruitful to observe that QCD contains a hidden expansion parameter, N C , the number of colors. Generalizing from SU (3) to SU (N C ) and assuming the confinement phenomena, QCD becomes equivalent to a theory of weakly interacting mesons in the limit of large N C [1] . That is, the coupling constants of the meson interactions scale like 1/N C while baryon masses and radii scale like N C and N 0 C , respectively [2] . Meson Lagrangians may possess localized solutions to the field equations with finite field energy, the so-called solitons. Soliton energies scale inversely with the meson coupling and their extensions approach constants as the coupling increases. It was thus conjectured that baryons emerge as solitons in the effective meson theory that is equivalent to QCD [2] . Although this meson theory cannot be derived from QCD, low-energy meson phenomenology provides sufficient constraints to model this theory. Especially chiral symmetry and its breaking in the vacuum are essential. This introduces non-linear interactions for the pions, the (would-be) Goldstone bosons of chiral symmetry, via the chiral field
Effective Lagrangians are constructed from U that are invariant under global chiral transformations U → LU R † . As U † U = 1 at least two derivatives are required Having established such a chiral model, a finite energy soliton solution must be obtained and quantized to describe baryon states. I will outline this approach in section 2. In section 3 I will consider three flavor extensions thereof with special emphasis on the role of flavor symmetry breaking [3] . I will employ these methods to compute axial current matrix elements of baryons in section 4. These matrix elements are essential ingredients for the description of the nucleon spin structure [4] as they reflect its various quark flavor contributions [5] and they parameterize hyperon beta-decay. The effects of flavor symmetry breaking will be essential to discuss the strange quark contribution. In section 5 I will discuss a different approach by starting from a simple model for the quark flavor dynamics. Using standard bosonization techniques [6] this model is rewritten as a (non-local) meson field theory which can be shown to support chiral solitons [7] . As I will describe in sections 6 and 7, the quark degrees of freedom can be traced through the bosonization procedure for the amplitude of virtual Compton scattering. This paves the way to compute nucleon structure functions from the chiral quark soliton. Finally section 8 contains some concluding remarks.
Baryons as Chiral Solitons
Scaling considerations show that the model (2) does not contain stable soliton solutions. Therefore Skyrme added a stabilizing term [8] 
that is of fourth order in the derivatives but only quadratic in the time derivatives.
There are other approaches to extend L 0 such that stable soliton solutions exist, as e.g. including vector mesons [9, 10] . Although such extensions appear physically more motivated, I will stick to the Skyrme model for pedagogical reasons when explaining the soliton picture for baryons. The soliton solution to (3) assumes the famous hedgehog shape
The equations of motion become an ordinary second order differential equation for the chiral angle F (r) that are obtained by extremizing the classical energy
It can be argued [11] that the baryon number equals the winding number associated with the mapping (4), i.e. B = [F (∞) − F (0)]/π. Hence the boundary conditions F (0) = −π and F (∞) = 0 corresponding to unit baryon number determine the chiral angle uniquely. This soliton does not yet describe states of good spin and/or flavor as the ansatz (4) does not possess the corresponding symmetries. Such states are generated by restoring these symmetries through collective coordinates A(t)
and subsequent canonical quantization thereof [12] . This introduces right [A,
is general, the identity J i = −R i for the spin is due to the hedgehog structure (4) as is the relation | I| = | J |. By quantizing the collective coordinates one obtains a Hamiltonian in terms of physical observables
The moment of inertia is also a functional of the above determined chiral angle
Matching the empirical mass difference M ∆ − M N = 3 2α 2 ∼ 300MeV fixes the so-far undetermined parameter to be e ≈ 4.0.
Extension to Three Flavors
The generalization to three flavors is carried out straightforwardly by taking A(t) ∈ SU (3) with the hedgehog (4) embedded in the isospin subgroup. However, the Lagrangian becomes more complicated as there are two essential extensions. The first one is the Wess-Zumino-Witten term [11] . Gauging it for local U V (1) shows that indeed the winding number current equals the baryonic current. Furthermore, as it is linear in the time derivative it constrains A to be quantized as a fermion (for N C odd). The second extension originates from flavor symmetry breaking that is reflected by different masses and decay constants of the pseudoscalar mesons
The explicit form of L SB is model dependent, however, the techniques to study its effects on baryon properties are general.
In SU (3) the collective coordinates are parameterized by eight "Euler-angles"
where D 2 denote rotation matrices of three Euler-angles for each, rotations in isospace (Î) and coordinate-space (R). Substituting the ansatz (6) into L + L SB yields upon canonical quantization the Hamiltonian for the collective coordinates A:
The symmetric piece of this collective Hamiltonian only contains Casimir operators and may be expressed in terms of the SU (3)-right generators R a (a = 1, . . . , 8):
While β 2 is a moment of inertia similar to α 2 in eq (8), γ = γ[F ] completely originates from symmetry breaking
The generators R a can be expressed in terms of derivatives with respect to the 'Euler-angles'. The eigenvalue problem HΨ = ǫΨ reduces to sets of ordinary second order differential equations for isoscalar functions which only depend on the strangeness changing angle ν [13] that can be integrated numerically. Only the product
2 γβ 2 appears in these differential equations which is thus interpreted as the effective strength of the flavor symmetry breaking. A value in the range 5 < ∼ ω 2 < ∼ 8 is required to obtain reasonable agreement with the empirical mass differences for the Upon flavor symmetry breaking, states of different representations are mixed. At ω 2 = 6 the nucleon amplitude contains a 23% contamination of the state with nucleon quantum numbers in the10 representation. That is, the baryon wavefunctions exhibit strong distortion from flavor covariance. It is interesting to see what influence this has for baryon properties, in particular the hyperon beta-decay for which flavor covariance is known to work very well [14] .
Axial Current Matrix Elements
The effect of the derivative type symmetry breaking terms is mainly indirect. They provide the splitting between the various decay constants and thus increase γ because of f
π may be omitted. Whence there are no symmetry breaking terms in current operators and the non-singlet axial charge operator is parameterized as The empirical values for the gA/gV ratios of hyperon beta-decays [15] . For the process Σ → Λ only gA is given. Also the flavor symmetric predictions are presented using the values for F &D of Ref. [14] .
0 
for the singlet axial current because it yields a vanishing strangeness projection, A
Note that the appearance of c 2 in eq (14) goes beyond group theoretical arguments. Actually all model calculations in the literature [16, 17] are consistent with (14) . In order to completely describe the hyperon beta-decays we also demand matrix elements of the vector charges. These are obtained from the operator
which introduces the
The values for g A and g V (only g A for Σ + → Λe + ν e ) are obtained from the matrix elements of respectively the operators in eqs (13) and (15) figure  1 with the data in table 1 shows that the calculation using the strongly distorted wave-functions agrees equally well with the empirical data as the flavor symmetric F &D fit. Figure 2 shows the flavor components of the axial charge of the Λ hyperon. Again, the various contributions to the axial charge of the Λ exhibit only a moderate dependence on ω 2 . The non-strange component, ∆U Λ = ∆D Λ slightly increases in magnitude. The strange quark piece, ∆S Λ grows with symmetry breaking since ∆Σ Λ is kept fixed. These results agree nicely with an SU (3) analysis applied to the data [19] . The observed independence on ω 2 does not occur for all matrix elements of the axial current. A prominent exemption is the strange quark component in 1 ) Here the problem of the too small model prediction for g A will not be addressed but rather the empirical value g A = 1.258 will be used as an input to determine the cn.
2 ) However, the individual matrix elements entering the ratios g A /g V vary strongly with ω 2 [18] . the nucleon, ∆S N . For ∆Σ = 0.2, say, it is significant at zero symmetry breaking, ∆S N = −0.131 while it decreases (in magnitude) to ∆S N = −0.085 at ω 2 = 6.0. This far I have only considered the general sturcture of the current operators in soliton models without actually computing the constants c i from a model soliton, although I had the Skyrme model in mind. However, this model is too simple to be realistic. For example, it improperly predicts ∆Σ = 0 [3] and more complicted models must be utilized, as e.g. the vector meson model that has been established for two flavors in ref [9] . Later it has been generalized to three flavors and been shown to fairly describe hyperon beta-decay [16] . A minimal set of symmetry breaking terms is included [20] to account for different masses and decay constants. These terms add symmetry breaking pieces to the axial charge operator,
The coefficients c 1 , . . . , c 6 are functionals of the soliton and can be computed once the soliton is constructed [18] . As the model parameters cannot be completely determined in the meson sector [9] I use the small remaining freedom to accommodate baryon properties in three different ways, see table 2. The set denoted by 'masses' refers to a best fit to the baryon mass differences. It predicts the axial charge somewhat on the low side, g A = 0.88. The set named 'mag.mom.' refers to parameters that yield magnetic moments of the 1 2 + baryons close to the respective empirical data (with g A = 0.98) and finally the set labeled 'g A ' reproduces the axial charge of the nucleon and also reasonably accounts for hyperon beta-decay [16] . As presented in table 2, the predictions for the axial properties of the Λ are insensitive to the model parameters. The singlet matrix element of the Λ hyperon is smaller than that of the nucleon. Sizable polarizations of the up and down quarks in the Λ are predicted. They are slightly smaller in magnitude but nevertheless comparable to those obtained from the SU (3) symmetric analyses [19] .
Solitons in a Chiral Quark Model
In the preceding discussions I have illuminated the success of the soliton picture using hyperon-beta decay and axial current matrix elements as examples. To study those processes it was sufficient to consider static baryon properties as computed from a purely meson model Lagrangian. In order to advance and compute structure functions as they are measured in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) in the soliton picture it will be necessary to trace the quark degrees of freedom as the meson model is constructed. As already mentioned, this cannot be accomplished in QCD and therefore I will utilize a simpler model of the quark flavor dynamics. Integrating out the quark degrees gives a bosonized action that can be cast in the form
Here V is a local potential respectively for scalar and pseudoscalar fields S and P which are matrices in flavor space. For example, in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [21] one has V = S 2 + P 2 + 2m 0 S withm 0 being the current quark mass matrix. The functional trace (Tr) refects integrating out the quarks and induces a non-local interaction for S and P . A major concern in regularizing the functional (16) , as indicated by the cut-off Λ, is to maintain the chiral anomaly. This is achieved by splitting this functional into γ 5 -even and odd pieces via
with iD = i∂ / − (S + iγ 5 P ) and
With the conditions c 0 = 1 , Λ 0 = 0, Before discussing nucleons as solitons of the bosonized action (16) and the respective structure functions it will be illuminating to first consider DIS off pions. Details of these studies are published in [22] . For related work see refs [23, 24, 25] .
The Compton Tensor and Pion Structure Function
DIS off hadrons is parameterized by the hadronic tensor W µν (q) with q being the momentum transmitted to the hadron by the photon. W µν (q) is obtained from the hadron matrix element of the commutator [J µ (ξ), J ν (0)]. An essential feature of bosonized quark models is that the derivative term in (16) is formally identical to that of a non-interacting quark model. Hence the current operator is given as J µ =qQγ µ q, with Q being a flavor matrix. Expectation values of currents are computed by introducing pertinent sources v µ in eq (17) iD −→ iD + Qv / and
and taking appropriate derivatives. In bosonized quark models it is convenient to start from the absorptive part of the forward virtual Compton amplitude
(20) because the time-ordered product is unambiguously obtained from
as defined from eqs (17) with the substitution (19) . In order to extract the leading twist pieces of the structure functions, W µν (q) is studied in the Bjorken limit: q 2 → −∞ with x = −q 2 /p · q fixed. DIS off pions is characterized by a single structure function, F (x). For its computation the pion matrix element in the Compton amplitude (20) must be specified. Whence I introduce the pion field π via
In a first step pion properties are utilized to fix the model parameters. It is also worthwhile to mention that expanding (17, 22) to linear and quadratic order in π and v µ , respectively yields the proper result for the anomalous decay π 0 → γγ. The Compton amplitude for virtual pion-photon scattering is obtained by expanding (17, 22) to second order in both, π and v µ . Due to the separation into D and D 5 this calculation differs considerably from the evaluation of the 'handbag' diagram because isospin violating dimension-five operators emerge. Fortunately all isospin violating pieces cancel yielding
The cancellation of the isospin violating pieces is a feature of the Bjorken limit: insertions of the pion field on the propagator carrying the infinitely large photon momentum can be safely ignored. Furthermore this propagator can be taken to be the one for non-interacting massless fermions. This implies that also the PauliVillars cut-offs can be omitted for this propagator leading to the desired scaling behavior of the structure function.
Nucleon Structure Functions
Assuming the hedgehog shape (4) for the pion field (22) the profile function F (r) enters the single particle Dirac Hamiltonian
Denoting its eigenvalues with ǫ α allows one to construct an energy functional [26] 
for a unit baryon number configuration. Here ǫ val denotes the unique bound state level and ǫ is then obtained from extremizing E self-consistently [7] . As described in sections 2 and 3, nucleon states are generated by introducing collective coordinates (6) and subsequent canonical quantization thereof [27] .
As argued in the previous section the quark propagator with the infinite photon momentum should be taken to be free and massless. Thus, it is sufficient to differentiate (Here D and D 5 are those of eq (18), i.e. with v µ = 0.)
with respect to the photon field v µ . I have introduced the (. . .) 5 description
to account for the unconventional appearance of axial sources in D 5 [22] . Substituting (6) into (25) and computing the functional trace, using a basis of quark states obtained from the Dirac Hamiltonian (23), yields analytical results for the structure functions. I refer to [22] for detailed formulae and the explicit verification of sum rules. Here I simply report the important result that the structure function entering the Gottfried sum rule is related to the γ 5 -odd piece of the action and hence does not undergo regularization. This is surprising because in the parton model this structure function differs from the one associated with the Adler sum rule only by the sign of the anti-quark distribution. The latter structure function, however, gets regularized, in agreement with the quantization rules for the collective coordinates. Unfortunately numerical results for the full structure functions in the double Pauli-Villars regularization scheme, i.e. including the properly regularized vacuum piece are not yet available. However, in the Pauli-Villars regularization the axial charges are saturated to 95% or more by their valence quark (ǫ val ) contributions once the self-consistent soliton is substituted. This provides sufficient justification to adopt the valence quark contribution to the polarized structure functions as a reliable approximation [23] . Note that the zeroth moment of the leading structure function g 1 is nothing but the axial current matrix elements discussed in section 4. In figure 3 I compare the model predictions for the linearly independent polarized structure functions to experimental data [30] . The evolution of the structure function g 2 to the momentum scale of the experiments requires the separation into twist-2 and twist-3 components [29] . The model results for the polarized structure functions, which I argued to have reliably approximated, agree reasonably well with the experimental data.
Conclusions
In these lectures I have discussed a twofold program to study the nucleon spin structure in chiral soliton models. After having reviewed the arguments from large (25) . These undergo a projection to the infinite momentum frame 'IMF' [28] and a leading order 'LO' DGLAP evolution [29] . Data are from SLAC-E143 [30] .
N C QCD that lead to the picture that baryons emerge as solitons in an effective meson theory I have adopted that picture to compute various baryon matrix elements. Here I focused on the effects of flavor symmetry breaking in the baryon wave-functions and showed that despite of strong deviations from flavor covariant wave-functions the empirical parameters for hyperon beta-decay are reproduced. I also showed that chiral soliton models provide a consistent explanation of the proton spin puzzle, i.e. the smallness of the observed axial singlet current matrix element. On the other hand flavor symmetry breaking in the nucleon wave-function leads to a significant reduction of the polarization of the strange quarks inside the nucleon. In the second part of these lectures I describe how an effective meson theory that contains chiral soliton solutions can be constructed from a simplified model for the quark flavor dynamics. Since the quark degrees of freedom can be traced through this bosonization procedure it is possible to compute nucleon structure functions from this soliton. It turns out that additional correlations are introduced due to the unavoidable regularization which is imposed in a way to respect the chiral anomaly. Hence a consistent extraction of the nucleon structure functions from the Compton amplitude in the Bjorken limit leads to expressions that are quite different from those obtained by an ad hoc regularization of quark distributions in the same model. I also showed that within a reliable approximation the numerical results for the spin dependent structure functions agree reasonably well with the empirical data.
